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Mechanical forces are essential for tissue homeostasis. In
adherent cells, cell–matrix adhesions connect the extracel-
lular matrix (ECM) with the cytoskeleton and transmit
forces in both directions. Integrin receptors and signaling
molecules in cell–matrix adhesions transduce mechanical
into chemical signals, thereby regulating many cellular
processes. This review focuses on how cellular mechano-
transduction is tuned by actin-generated cytoskeletal ten-
sion that balances external with internal mechanical forces.
We point out that the cytoskeleton rapidly responds to
external forces by RhoA-dependent actin assembly and
contraction. This in turn induces remodeling of cell–matrix
adhesions and changes in cell shape and orientation. As a

consequence, a cell constantly modulates its response to new
bouts of external mechanical stimulation. Changes in actin
dynamics are monitored by MAL/MKL-1/MRTF-A, a co-
activator of serum response factor. Recent evidence suggests
that MAL is also involved in coupling mechanically induced
changes in the actin cytoskeleton to gene expression.
Compared with other, more rapid and transient signals
evoked at the cell surface, this parallel mechanotransduction
pathway is more sustained and provides spatial and tem-
poral specificity to the response. We describe examples of
genes that are regulated by mechanical stress in a manner
depending on actin dynamics, among them the ECM
protein, tenascin-C.

Introduction: force transduction by cell–matrix
adhesions in adherent cells

Not only muscle but also connective tissues and
vasculature depend on mechanical stimulation for
their homeostasis: chronically decreased mechanical
loads lead to their atrophy (Johnson, 1998), and
increased loads to hypertrophy (Sadoshima et al.,
1992). Obviously, cells adhering to the extracellular
matrix (ECM) can sense the magnitude and direction
of mechanical loads, integrate the signals over space
and time, and extract the relevant information
(Davies, 1995; Davies et al., 1997; Sadoshima &
Izumo, 1997; Carter et al., 1998). They respond to
changes in mechanical stress mainly by adapting the
synthesis and turnover of cytoskeletal and/or ECM
components (MacKenna et al., 2000; Kjaer, 2004).
Cells of mesenchymal origin (e.g. fibroblasts, en-
dothelial cells, smooth muscle cells) adhere to the
surrounding ECM via specialized cell–matrix adhe-
sions on their surface (Geiger & Bershadsky, 2001).
The major transmembrane proteins of all types of
cell–matrix adhesions are heterodimeric integrins
that extracellularly bind to ECM, and intracellularly
to adaptor proteins that link them to the cytoskele-

ton (Arnaout et al., 2007). In the process of adhering
to a culture dish, fibroblasts first form small focal
complexes; these can mature to larger focal adhe-
sions that are attached to actin stress fibers inside the
cell (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2003). Fibrillar adhesions are
pulled out from focal adhesions when a fibroblast
starts assembling its own pericellular ECM from
secreted fibronectin (Zamir et al., 2000; Zaidel-Bar
et al., 2003). When the surrounding ECM is strained
(deformed), cell–matrix adhesions are the structures
that transmit the resulting external forces to the
cytoskeleton, and vice versa cytoskeletal traction
forces in the other direction, i.e. toward the ECM
(Geiger & Bershadsky, 2001; Bershadsky et al.,
2003). Cell–matrix adhesions will start moving if
opposing external and internal forces are unequal,
and remain stationary but experience mechanical
stress (defined as force per area) if forces are ba-
lanced (Chen, 2008). Because of their strategical
location at the cell surface, cell–matrix adhesions
are well suited to transduce mechanical stress into
chemical signals (Bershadsky et al., 2006). Cell–
matrix adhesions contain scores of signaling mole-
cules (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007), and many signaling
pathways are known to be triggered in an integrin-
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dependent way (Damsky & Ilic, 2002; DeMali et al.,
2003). Among the major chemical signals elicited at
the cell surface by mechanical stress are calcium
influx through stretch-activated cation channels
(Matthews et al., 2006; Hayakawa et al., 2008),
changes in the activity of small GTPases e.g. Ras,
Rac1 and RhoA (DeMali et al., 2003; Putnam et al.,
2003; Matthews et al., 2006), activation of nuclear
factor kappa-B (NFkB) (Ishida et al., 1997; Lehoux
et al., 2006), and stimulation of mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPKs) (Ishida et al., 1996;
Schmidt et al., 1998; Schwachtgen et al., 1998).
Recent evidence suggests a mechanism by which
‘‘strain gauges’’ in focal adhesions might work. For
example, adaptor protein p130Cas was shown to be
physically stretched in response to applied force both
in vivo and in vitro, thereby exposing previously
hidden phosphorylation sites (Sawada et al., 2006).
These sites were then modified by Src family kinases,
triggering binding of SH2-domain containing signal-
ing proteins to p130Cas and further downstream
responses (Tamada et al., 2004).
This is just a very brief summary of what is

currently known about the mechanism of mechan-
otransduction in fibroblasts, endothelial, and other
adherent cell types. Several excellent reviews have
appeared recently on this topic (Chen et al., 2004;
Bershadsky et al., 2006; Ingber, 2006; Chen, 2008;
Schwartz & DeSimone, 2008), and the reader is
referred to these for further information. In the
following paragraphs of this short article, we will
focus on the role of the dynamic actin cytoskeleton in
modifying mechanosensation and mechanotransduc-
tion both in space and in time.

Role of cytoskeletal traction in assembling and
remodeling cell–matrix adhesions

To establish new contacts with solid ECM, a cell has
to activate integrin receptors at its surface, which
usually occurs by signals from the interior of the cell
(inside-out signaling); after ligand binding, integrins
signal back to the cell (outside-in signaling) (Gins-
berg et al., 2005; Arnaout et al., 2007). Activation of
the integrin heterodimer involves large conforma-
tional changes of its ectodomain, which are triggered
by binding of the adaptor protein talin to the short
cytoplasmic integrin tails (Nayal et al., 2004). Recent
evidence suggests that a second adaptor protein,
kindlin-2, might be similarly important for integrin
activation in fibroblasts (Montanez et al., 2008).
Activated integrins cluster in small (o1 mm) focal
complexes that are anchored to ECM on the outside.
On their cytoplasmic face, focal complexes recruit a
restricted set of additional adaptor proteins (among
them paxillin and vinculin) that loosely link them to

the cytoskeleton (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2003). Focal
complexes are dynamic and transient; they have to
mature into larger focal adhesions to become me-
chanically stable structures (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2003).
Focal adhesions are large (several micrometers long),
contain more than a hundred different adaptor and
signaling components, and are firmly anchored to
actin stress fibers (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007). Interest-
ingly, mechanical stress itself is a major signal
required for the formation of focal adhesions from
focal complexes, as well as for their maintenance: As
a rule of thumb, the size of a focal adhesion is
proportional to the average mechanical stress at
this site (Tan et al., 2003). The mechanism for this
phenomenon has been elucidated by experiments in
which cells were confronted with deformable sub-
strates (Tan et al., 2003), or with ECM-coated beads
that allowed to pull on cell–matrix contacts (Choquet
et al., 1997). In essence, it was found that cells
continuously apply small cytoskeletal traction forces
on matrix adhesion sites to probe their stability
(Choquet et al., 1997). If a focal complex or focal
adhesion starts moving centripetally, this signals to
the cell that bonding to ECM is weak and/or that the
substrate is resilient (soft) at this site. In that case,
cytoskeletal links and cellular traction forces remain
low, and such a matrix adhesion will eventually be
turned over and disappear. On the other hand, if
external force matches or exceeds cellular traction,
the resulting mechanical stress indicates to the cell a
firm interaction and stiff substrate. As a conse-
quence, the cell will increase the traction force at
this site to oppose and match external force, and the
resulting increase in stress will induce growth of the
focal adhesion (Choquet et al., 1997; Tan et al.,
2003).
Cellular traction forces are generated mainly by

the highly dynamic actin cytoskeleton. Small Rho-
family GTPases regulate actin assembly and contrac-
tion; the most relevant in our context are Rac1 and
RhoA (Burridge & Wennerberg, 2004; Jaffe & Hall,
2005). Active Rac1 controls assembly of the cortical
actin meshwork at the leading edges of motile cells,
and is required for the formation of new matrix
adhesions (focal complexes) at the surface of pro-
truding lamellipodia. Active RhoA is required for
stress fiber formation; its principal downstream ef-
fectors are the diaphanous-related formin protein
mDia1 that promotes assembly of actin stress fibers
in the more central regions of the cell (Young &
Copeland, 2008), and the protein kinases ROCK-1
and -2 that induce non-muscle myosin II-driven actin
contraction (Burridge & Wennerberg, 2004; Jaffe &
Hall, 2005). The tensile stress thus generated pro-
motes the maturation of focal complexes into focal
adhesions behind a cell’s leading edge, as outlined
above. Rac-1 and RhoA are known to negatively
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regulate each other, in effect subdividing a cell into
districts of mutual activity (Burridge & Wennerberg,
2004). As a consequence, at any given time some
regions of an adhering cell are more motile and
protruding (with higher Rac1 activity), while other
regions are more adhesive and contractile (with
higher RhoA activity).
Small GTPases are regulated by a multitude of

external signals, among them many soluble growth
factors (Jaffe & Hall, 2005). In addition, ligand-
engaged integrins in matrix adhesions are clearly
involved in signaling toward the activation of Rac1
and RhoA, although the pathways are not known in
detail for various cell types. There are many reports
that mechanical stress acting on cell–matrix adhe-
sions causes rapid as well as sustained changes in
Rac1 and RhoA activity (Civelekoglu-Scholey et al.,
2005; Zhou et al., 2005; Sarasa-Renedo et al., 2006;
Tzima, 2006; Zhao et al., 2007), although the exact
time course of the responses seems to depend both on
the mode of stress (e.g. uniform vs cyclic) and on the
type of cell (e.g. endothelial vs fibroblast). In any
case, these changes in small GTPase activity in
response to external mechanical stimulation will
lead to a complex remodeling of the actin cytoskele-
ton as well as of cell–matrix adhesions.
In conclusion, adherent cells use cell–matrix adhe-

sions to constantly sense structural and mechanical
features of their environment, and a prominent
response is a Rac1- and RhoA-dependent change in
actin dynamics. As a consequence, the actin cytoske-
leton remodels the cell’s mechanosensors in response
to the incoming signals. Thus, when a cell experiences
the same mechanical stimulus a second time, it is
likely to register it in a slightly different manner,
because the cell’s entire mechanosensing machinery
has undergone an adjustive change. Cytoskeletal
reorganization controlled by small GTPases is essen-
tial for such adaptation to physical stimuli.

Dynamic responses of the actin cytoskeleton to
various modes of externally applied mechanical stress

We outlined above that the actin cytoskeleton con-
stantly transforms in reply to changes in the physical
environment. When external mechanical stress is
uniform and continuous in one direction, this can
result in a complete reorientation of the cell. The
sequence of events has been studied most extensively
in cultured endothelial cells. When exposed to uni-
directional, laminar fluid shear stress, they react by a
Rac1- and RhoA-dependent reorganization of their
actin cytoskeleton and their focal adhesions, with the
effect that the cells’ long axis aligns in the direction of
flow (Katsumi et al., 2004; Tzima, 2006). The me-
chanism relies on the fact that the actin network

spans the entire cell, linking cortical cytoskeleton and
cell–cell adhesion junctions at the apical surface with
matrix adhesions at the basal side of the cell (Tzima
et al., 2005). When fluid starts to stream over the
apical surface of a cell, a mechanosensory complex,
consisting of cell–cell adhesion proteins PECAM-1
and VE-cadherin in conjunction with VEGF recep-
tor-2, stimulates phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase
(Tzima et al., 2005). This in turn triggers activation
and ligand binding of b3 and b1 integrins on the
basal surface of the cell (Tzima et al., 2001). Within a
few minutes, integrins signal to turn on Rac1 and
lamellipodia formation locally, at the rear end of the
cell in the direction of flow (Tzima et al., 2002). This
in turn causes a transient decrease in RhoA activity
and a brief phase of actin depolymerization, which is
finally followed by a sustained activation of RhoA
and a reappearance of stress fibers in the direction of
flow, thus reorienting the cell (Tzima et al., 2001).
Cells can also align their actin cytoskeleton due to

substrate-derived tensile stress if it is steady and
vectorial, i.e. anisotropic. Examples are fibroblasts
grown in collagen gels that are uniaxially stretched,
making the gel stiffer in one direction than the other.
Cells will align in the direction of higher substrate
stiffness (Stopak & Harris, 1982; Kolodney &
Wysolmerski, 1992; Mudera et al., 2000). However,
because in such gels the collagen fibrils also tend to
be aligned in the direction of stretch, it is not always
clear to what extent the cells respond to mechanical
rigidity (by ‘‘durotaxis’’) or to topographical features
of the substrate (by contact guidance or ‘‘hapto-
taxis’’), or to both. Convincing evidence for the
existence of directional rigidity sensing has been
provided recently (Saez et al., 2007). By a published
method (Tan et al., 2003), these authors engineered
substrates consisting of a dense array of elastic
micropillars compliant enough to be bent by at-
tached cells that pulled on them. The top surface of
the pillars was coated with fibronectin, and cells were
allowed to spread on the ‘‘bed of needles’’. Because
Saez and colleagues used micropillars not of round but
of an oval cross-section, they were stiffer (i.e. harder to
bend by cellular traction) in one direction than the
other. It turned out that cells preferentially aligned
their focal adhesions and actin stress fibers parallel to
the long axis of the micropillars, orienting themselves
in the direction of higher substrate stiffness (Saez
et al., 2007). For control, an identical micropillar array
made of hard plastic instead of an elastomer was used.
These oval pillars were too rigid to be bent, and cells
were unable to sense the difference between the two
axes. Consequently, the cells did not align. This proved
that the orienting effect observed with the soft pillars
was really due to stiffness anisotropy, and not due to
topography of the substrate (Saez et al., 2007). In
addition, this and earlier experiments show that for
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small mechanical differences to be sensed by a cell,
substrate stiffness has to be in a range that can be
matched by cellular traction forces (Tan et al., 2003;
Saez et al., 2007).
The above examples show that adherent cells tend

to align in the direction of the highest mechanical
stress if it is uniform and of the right magnitude. In
contrast, cells reorient their cytoskeleton very differ-
ently in response to periodic straining (deformation)
of the ECM substrate. Cyclic stretching of the ECM
is a physiological stimulus for many tissues (e.g.
tendons, lung, and blood vessels). When cultured
on flexible elastomer membranes coated with ECM,
various cell types respond to a uniaxial cyclic strain
in a seemingly paradoxical way: instead of aligning in
the direction of strain, they orient perpendicular to it
(Civelekoglu et al., 1998; Kada et al., 1999; Neidlin-
ger-Wilke et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2003; Yamane
et al., 2007). What is the difference between steady
(static) and cyclic (dynamic) mechanical stress in
terms of their respective effects on focal adhesions
and the cytoskeleton? Although there is no clear
answer so far, it seems certain that uniform vectorial

tensile stress tends to stabilize focal adhesions and
attached actin stress fibers in the direction of stress.
In contrast, adhesions and stress fibers under cyclic
strain experience phases of increased tension (nega-
tive stress), followed by absence of stress or even
compression (positive stress). It is to be expected that
the Rac1/RhoA duet responds distinctly to this very
different mode of physiological stress, and published
evidence points in this direction. Before considering a
possible mechanism for cell alignment perpendicular
to uniaxial cyclic strain, we shall first describe how
adherent cells reply to cyclic substrate strain that is
equibiaxial (circular), i.e. has the same amplitude in
all x/y-directions. Under these conditions, the actin
cytoskeleton of fibroblasts rapidly contracts, and an
increase in actin stress fibers is observed mainly along
the cell margins (Sarasa-Renedo et al., 2006; Maier et
al., 2008) (Fig. 1). A fast and transient activation of
RhoA precedes reorganization of the cytoskeleton
under cyclic strain (Sarasa-Renedo et al., 2006)
(rather than a RhoA inhibition as seen in the
immediate response of endothelial cells to laminar
shear stress). Upstream in this signaling cascade

Fig. 1. Contraction of actin stress fibers induced in fibroblasts by cyclic strain applied to the culture substrate. Mouse
fibroblasts transfected with actin-GFP were cultured on a silicone elastomer membrane that was previously coated with
fibronectin. The membrane with attached cells was mounted on a custom-made equibiaxial stretching device suitable for life
imaging. Membranes with cells were cyclically stretched by 10% at about 0.1Hz under the microscope, and fluorescence
pictures were taken after every tenth cycle. Note that a majority of cells (e.g. 1, 2) exhibit a strong contraction of their GFP-
positive actin stress fibers, which starts after a few minutes and continues to the end of the experiment (60min). In contrast,
some cells react more slowly (3). Interestingly, a few fibroblasts (4) show diffuse actin staining and lamellipodia typical of
locomoting cells at the beginning of the experiment; such cells do not seem to contract under cyclic strain, but instead continue
to extend lamellipodia. Thus, it seems that within a population of fibroblasts, those that already exhibit a prestressed actin
cytoskeleton react more strongly to cyclic strain, whereas the more motile cells with fewer stress fibers are less sensitive to the
mechanical stimulation.
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evoked by cyclic strain, both RhoA activation and
actin contraction depend on b1 integrins (Chiquet
et al., 2007) and the adaptor protein, integrin-linked
kinase (ILK) (Maier et al., 2008). One can speculate
that under uniaxial cyclic strain, the phase of cell
contraction is followed by a phase of re-spreading in
the direction of mechanically stable conditions of the
substrate, i.e. perpendicular to the cyclic strain.
Note that the described stress-induced changes in

cell polarity will also change a cell’s vectorial pre-
ference for sensing forces in the future, and by
controlling cytoskeleton and focal adhesions, the
small GTPases Rac1 and RhoA [as well as Cdc42,
(Tzima et al., 2003)] are key to the spatial and
temporal specificity of mechanotransduction. More-
over, reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton under
various modes of mechanical stress also has direct
effects on gene expression, as we shall see in the next
two paragraphs.

MRTF-A MAL, a sensor linking actin dynamics to gene
expression

A mechanism by which RhoA-dependent changes in
the actin cytoskeleton can influence gene expression
has become known only recently. Changes in actin
dynamics are monitored by MAL, also known as
myocardin-related transcription factor A (MRTF-
A), megakaryoblastic leukemia 1 (MKL1), or BSAC
(basic, SAP, and coiled-coil domain). Because of a
putative role in mechanotransduction, its structure
and function will be introduced in some detail here.
Together with myocardin and myocardin-related
transcription factor B (MRTF-B/MKL2/MAL16),
MAL is a member of the so-called myocardin-related
transcription factor family (MRTF), and physically
interacts with serum response factor (SRF) to acti-
vate SRF-dependent transcription. The members of
this family of signal-regulated SRF-cofactors evolved
from a single ancestral gene inDrosophila designed as
DMRTF that activates transcription of Drosophila
SRF (Han et al., 2004). Fly mutants lacking this gene
exhibit severe defects in cytoskeletal organization
and cell migration (Han et al., 2004; Somogyi &
Rorth, 2004). The name MKL1 or MAL was initially
given to the human MRTF-A gene because of its
translocation in acute megakaryocytic leukemia in
infants, creating an oncogenic fusion protein (Ma
et al., 2001; Mercher et al., 2001). MAL was also
identified in a screen for genes that protect against
tumor necrosis factor-induced cell death, and named
BSAC (Sasazuki et al., 2002). MAL (MRTF-A,
MKL1, BSAC) is broadly expressed in tissues and
cells; it shares approximately 35% homology with
the other two members of the MRTF family, and

more than 60% homology in particular domains
(Wang et al., 2002).
A strongly conserved region of the MRTF family

members is the N-terminal MAL homology domain.
This region of about 120 amino acids contains two or
three RPEL motifs depending on the isoform of the
protein (Miralles et al., 2003). RPEL repeats are
named after four of their conserved amino acids.
They are not required for transcriptional activation
of SRF targets; however, they have been implicated
in actin-association and RhoA-dependent nuclear
import of MAL (Miralles et al., 2003; Vartiainen et
al., 2007; Guettler et al., 2008). The basic region 1 is
required for MAL binding to SRF (Wang et al.,
2001; Cen et al., 2003; Zaromytidou et al., 2006). A
second basic region is located between RPEL motifs
2 and 3. Both basic regions are implicated in nuclear
localization of MAL (Miralles et al., 2003). One of
the notable features of the MRTF family is that they
all contain a SAP domain, which is a conserved 35-
amino acid motif that includes two amphipathic
a-helices. SAP domains are found in a variety of
nuclear proteins including SAF-A and -B, Acinus,
and PIAS (Kipp et al., 2000), and seem to interact
with a nuclear matrix attachment region (Kipp et al.,
2000; Sachdev et al., 2001). However, deletion of the
SAP domain of MAL had no effect on MAL’s
transcriptional activity and MAL–SRF complex for-
mation (Cen et al., 2003; Miralles et al., 2003). A
highly conserved coiled-coil leucine-zipper-like do-
main mediates homo- or heterodimerization among
myocardin family members. Deletion of this domain
had a modest effect on MAL/MAL16 activation of
serum response element (SRE) reporter genes but a
larger effect on their activation by myocardin (Cen et
al., 2003; Selvaraj & Prywes, 2003; Wang et al.,
2003). Finally, the transcriptional activity of myo-
cardin-related transcription factors is mediated by
powerful transcription-activation domains at the C-
terminus of the proteins that share only a low-level
sequence identity between the three family members
(Wang et al., 2002).
Studies from the Treisman lab have revealed that

MAL can stimulate SRF-mediated transcription in
fibroblasts through a pathway that involves RhoA
(reviewed in Posern & Treisman, 2006). By inducing
actin assembly and stress fiber formation, active
RhoA causes a reduction of monomeric G-actin
(Ridley & Hall, 1992). The use of actin mutants
and drugs that interfere with actin treadmilling
suggests that SRE activation is controlled by the
G-actin pool (Sotiropoulos et al., 1999; Posern et al.,
2004). Miralles and colleagues have demonstrated
that in unstimulated cells, MAL is predominantly
localized in the cytoplasm through an interaction of
its N-terminal RPEL motifs with G-actin (Miralles
et al., 2003; Guettler et al., 2008). Upon stimulation
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by serum, lysophosphatidic acid, or other interven-
tions that increase RhoA activity, depletion of the
cytoplasmic G-actin pool frees MAL to enter the
nucleus, where it can stimulate SRF-dependent tran-
scription (Miralles et al., 2003). In support of a
model in which alterations in the cellular G-actin
content regulate MAL localization, tension-mediated
cytoskeletal changes in Drosophila melanogaster also
resulted in nuclear accumulation of DHRTF in vivo
(Somogyi & Rorth, 2004). In serum-starved cells,
MAL constantly shuttles between the nucleus and
the cytoplasm. Live cell imaging has demonstrated
that the cytoplasmic steady-state localization of
MAL in serum-starved cells is maintained by very
efficient Crm1-dependent nuclear export (Vartiainen
et al., 2007). The rate of nuclear export is dependent
on MAL binding to actin. It has been demonstrated
that MAL binds to G-actin not only in the cytoplasm
but also in the nucleus, which is required for MAL to
exit the nucleus (Vartiainen et al., 2007). On the other
hand, actin polymerization in the cytoplasm also
results in depletion of nuclear G-actin; this not only
reduces the rate of nuclear export of MAL but also
renders it transcriptionally active (Vartiainen et al.,
2007). It follows that MAL might be in the nucleus
but transcriptionally inactive because it is still bound
to G-actin. For example, after treating cells with
leptomycin B that inhibits the nuclear export ma-
chinery, the MAL–SRF complex is transcriptionally
inactive even though it is poised on the promoters of
target genes, as shown by chromatin immunopreci-
pitation (Vartiainen et al., 2007). The reported data
have shown that cytoplasmic and nuclear G-actin
pools communicate and are both sensed by shuttling
MAL, suggesting that namely MAL is the sensor
linking actin dynamics to gene expression.

A role for actin dynamics and MRTF-A MAL in gene
regulation by external mechanical stress

Because mechanical stress triggers drastic changes in
the cytoskeleton of adherent cells, and becauseMAL is
a transcriptional regulator that monitors actin dy-
namics, it is obvious to speculate that MAL might
be involved in the control of a subset of genes by an
externally applied mechanical stress. Presumably, the
first evidence linking MAL to the transduction of
external stress stems from McCulloch and colleagues
(Zhao et al., 2007). The researchers bound collagen-
coated beads to the upper cell surface of cultured
cardiac fibroblasts, and applied perpendicular and
steady (static) force by pulling on the beads with a
magnet. This mechanical stimulation induced RhoA-
dependent actin assembly around the beads, as well as
nuclear translocation of MAL (Zhao et al., 2007).
Consequently, the á-smooth muscle actin gene promo-

ter was activated, and this response was suppressed by
mutation of the serum response element in the pro-
moter as well as by cotransfection with a dominant-
negative MAL. This example demonstrates a direct
link from mechanical stimulation to transcriptional
control via a RhoA/actin/MAL/SRF pathway.
In our lab, we are especially interested in the

regulation of the ECM protein, tenascin-C, by me-
chanical signaling (Chiquet-Ehrismann et al., 1994).
When we culture fibroblasts on fibronectin-coated
elastic membranes and subject them to 10% equi-
biaxial cyclic strain at a frequency of 0.3Hz, we
observe a two- to several-fold induction of tenas-
cin-C mRNA between 1 and 6 h. We have shown that
this response depends on RhoA-ROCK signaling
(Chiquet et al., 2004) and on the prior stimulation
of actin assembly and contraction (Sarasa-Renedo
et al., 2006). Interestingly, prior activation of RhoA
e.g. with lysophosphatidic acid, which increases cy-
toskeletal tension, augments the induction of tenas-
cin-C mRNA by cyclic strain; conversely, relaxation
of the cytoskeleton with inhibitors of ROCK or
myosin I suppresses the response (Sarasa-Renedo et
al., 2006). This is a clear indication that internal
cytoskeletal pre-stress strongly influences the efficacy
of mechanotransduction.
Upstream of RhoA, induction of tenascin-C

mRNA by cyclic strain was shown to depend on b1
integrins (Chiquet et al., 2007) and on ILK (Maier
et al., 2008). In addition to the defect in tenascin-C
induction, ILK knockout fibroblasts also failed to
activate RhoA and to assemble new actin stress fibers
in response to cyclic strain. We therefore considered
that MAL might also provide a link between external
mechanical stress, actin dynamics, and gene expres-
sion in our system. Indeed, we observed that MAL
translocated from the cytoplasm to the nucleus when
wild-type fibroblasts were dynamically stretched for
one hour via their elastic substrate; in ILK-deficient
cells, no nuclear translocation of MAL was found in
response to cyclic strain (Maier et al., 2008). Thus,
mechanical stress seems to control tenascin-C expres-
sion in fibroblasts via a signaling pathway involving
b1 integrins, ILK, RhoA, and MAL (Fig. 2). How-
ever, because the mouse tenascin-C promoter does
not possess a canonical SRF-binding site, it remains
to be shown whether tenascin-C induction by cyclic
strain depends on MAL directly or indirectly. Re-
cently, other genes have been identified that seem to
require RhoA and actin dynamics for their induction
by mechanical stimuli, among them members of the
CCN family of secreted cysteine-rich factors includ-
ing Cyr-61 (CCN1) and connective tissue growth
factor (CTGF; CCN2) (Schild & Trueb, 2004; Cha-
qour et al., 2006; Chaqour & Goppelt-Struebe, 2006).
Of course, it is important to stress that only a

subset of all mechanoresponsive genes depends on
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actin dynamics for their regulation. For example,
although RhoA signaling is abolished in ILK-defi-
cient cells on cyclic strain, we found that Erk-1/2
activation is not. Not surprisingly, we also observed
that cyclic strain induced c-fos mRNA to the same
extent in ILK knockout as in wild-type cells. Me-
chanical stress is likely to activate many genes by
immediate signaling via calcium influx, NFkB or
MAPK, independently of subsequent cytoskeletal
changes controlled by Rac1 and RhoA. To mention
just one other example, the gene for the transcription
factor Egr-1 is activated in endothelial cells within
minutes by fluid shear stress via integrin-dependent
activation of the Ras/ERK-1/2 pathway (Braddock
et al., 1998). However, we have shown for tenascin-C
that its induction by mechanical stress depends on
RhoA/ROCK but not MAPK signaling, and it seems
likely from the work described above that an entire
subgroup of mechanosensitive genes is regulated in a
similar fashion (Fig. 2).

Perspectives

Changes in the activation levels of small GTPases
Rac1 and RhoA, followed by reorganization of the
cytoskeleton and of cell–matrix adhesions, are just
one of several intracellular signaling pathways and
responses that are evoked by mechanical stimulation.
We propose that the specific importance of Rac1/

RhoA-mediated changes in actin dynamics lies in
their spatial and temporal specificity within the cell,
and in the fact that they allow a feedback between
mechanical stimulation and mechanosensitivity. In
other words, this dynamic system allows cells to
reorganize their contacts with ECM in response to
mechanical stress, with the effect that they might ‘‘get
used’’ (desensitize) to some stimuli and become more
sensitive to others. Moreover, cell polarity is of a key
importance for sensing the direction of force, not just
its magnitude. When cells align in response to vec-
torial stress (parallel or perpendicular depending on
the stress mode), they also change their preference to
sense the direction of force in the future. Thus, in a
way, the cytoskeleton can be considered a ‘‘memory
device’’ for the history of mechanical stress experi-
enced by a cell: its acute responses will largely depend
on how the cell has organized its cell–matrix adhe-
sions and cytoskeleton as a consequence of previous
mechanical stimulation. This mechanism might help
cells to integrate mechanical signaling over time and
to distinguish relevant patterns of stimulation from
random noise. Many signaling pathways are trig-
gered via integrins at cell–matrix adhesions, and by
reorganizing these in response to stress, Rac1 and
RhoA will also change the efficacy of all other path-
ways in return to future stimulation by mechanical
stress as well as by growth factors. The data reviewed
here suggest that the dynamic actin cytoskeleton has
a prime role in providing spatial and temporal

Fig. 2. Schematic representation
of the RhoA-actin signaling in-
duced by mechanical stimulation
in fibroblasts, and the putative role
of MRTF-A MAL in controlling
the expression of a subset of me-
chanoresponsive genes (e.g. tenas-
cin-C). Mechanical stress can
induce signal transduction by di-
rect transmission of the stimulus
from the extracellular matrix (illu-
strated by fibronectin) to the inter-
ior of the cell through integrins,
the integrin-linked kinase (ILK),
the RhoA GTPase and its effector
mDia and ROCK, the actin cytos-
keleton, and the nucleus, even-
tually resulting in changes in gene
expression. MAL, the co-activator
of the serum response factor
(SRF), is depicted as the sensor
linking actin dynamics to gene ex-
pression (for details, see text).
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specificity to cellular responses. The problem of com-
plexity remains: Because the cytoskeletal structure of
individual cells is very heterogeneous and changing
constantly, it might turn out to be impossible to study
the crosstalk between various mechanotransduction
pathways in a meaningful way biochemically with
pools of cells. It will be a challenge in the future to
correlate cytoskeletal structure and matrix adhesions
of an individual cell with its specific response to a
vectorial mechanical stimulus. However, some of the
required engineering and imaging tools are now be-
coming available (Sniadecki et al., 2007).

Key words: mechanical signaling, mesenchymal cells,
focal adhesions, extracellular matrix, actin stress fi-
bers, Rho/ROCK signaling, megakaryoblastic leuke-
mia protein.
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